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Pests and Health in twentieth century 

 

The rise of germ theory near the end of the nineteenth century proved that diseases were 

caused and transmitted by microorganisms. Pests became a focus of public health concern 

because they were vectors of disease having potential to transmit disease from one body to 

another. In addition, because pests were more concrete and easier to visualize than microscopic 

pathogens, they represented infectious diseases. As a result, historians have focused on pests 

being viewed as the secondary cause of infectious diseases. For instance, in her book Dirt and 

Disease, Naomi Rogers shows how people saw flies as both symbol of dirt and spreaders of 

germs in context of 1916 polio outbreak. This idea connected the ideologies of the “old” public 

health that emphasized the environment and the new public health that focused on germs.1 

Similarly, Gregg Mitman discusses the role of cockroach as allergens in relation to 1961 asthma 

in in his essay “Cockroaches, Housing, and Race.” 2 However, the way each historian uses pests 

as a focus of public health concern is quite different. How, then, do Rogers, and Mitman, each 

use urban pests to examine larger ideological tensions in public health? I argue that both use 

pests in order to provide a compelling solution to the cause of the epidemic in the midst of the 

“old” and the “new” public health and explain relative occurrence of diseases under socio-

economic framework.  Examining the public through the lens of pest will not only provide 
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insight into the effectiveness of pest control on epidemic but also the larger implication of pests 

on socio-economic grounds. 

Throughout the text, Rogers argues that because flies had popular appeal in the 1916 polio 

epidemic, it was a focus of public health concern, despite being an issue of scientific debate.3 

First of all, on contrary to the microscopic polio virus, flies were visible without use of 

laboratory equipment.4 While other domestic pests were also thought as potential vectors, “flies 

were everywhere” allowing health professionals to showcase a “visible and manageable target” 

as a cause for the epidemic.5 Rogers, thus, used flies to encourage public health officials to focus 

their anti-polio campaigns on anti-fly movements, because as opposed to the abstract polio, flies 

were concrete, and at least believable to hold responsible. Regardless, at the same time, some 

researchers were not convinced that flies transmitted polio. Rogers discusses an instance of 

researcher Charles Brues, who while agreed that the insect theory was a more “appealing 

epidemiological explanation,” but also maintained that the fact of flies contaminating food was 

“an assumption not supported by any evidence.”6 , the link between biting stable flies and the 

spread of polio was accepted by most researchers thereby leading public health officials warn the 

public “against all kinds of flies.”7 While a few people still blamed “filth, pollution, and poverty” 

for the epidemic, the public widely “accepted the anti-fly theory.”8 Part of the campaign, people 

started protecting themselves from the flies whether it be by urging the city government to 

“investigate pest holes” near their area or by restricting children from playing near flies.9 In 
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addition, community organizations like Washington Market Merchants Association and Herman 

Horning were involved in suggesting use of electric fans and large fly traps to swat the fly.10 

Hence, Rogers confirms that these anti-fly movements, though may not be precisely scientific, 

offered solutions to “polio’s confusing epidemiology.”11 That is, Rogers shows that the link 

between insects and polio, acted as a bridge between the old public health that focused on the 

environment and the new public health that emphasized germs as the cause of disease. By 

outlining both the bigger scientific debate on whether flies transmitted disease and the public 

response to the situation, Rogers effectively explains the lack of scientific knowledge as well as 

the public perception on infectious disease at that time.  

Mitman, on the other hand, argues that presence of pests like cockroaches largely 

determined racial and social hierarchies in addition to merely being vectors of disease. While 

Rogers observes flies not being “inextricably linked to the slums” as they could spread disease 

“randomly and unpredictably”, Mitman argues that the “distribution of allergens and pollutants 

was not equal in the economically and racially segregated spaces in the city.”12 In addition, while 

Rogers argues fly theory explained “the appearance of polio cases in clean, suburban homes,” 

Mitman uses cockroaches to view this cause and effect relationship from a different lens.13 He 

argues that racial assumptions sanitary habits of ethnic minorities resulted in “attention on the 

cockroach” as the disease carriers.14 While Mitman uses pests as a symbol of racial and class 

representation, he also examines how a single pest impacted different races differently: 

cockroaches had no relation with African-Americans and Latinos “cleanliness or behavior.”15 On 
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the other hand, “to the residents of  Harlem and Spanish Harlem, the life of the cockroaches were 

linked … to the inhumanity of beings towards other.”16 Thus, Mitman shows that cockroaches, in 

larger, depicted how racial injustice played an important role in public health.  

Rogers’ and Mitman’s argument, because they each used different pests differently, reveal 

a vicious cycle between pests and socio-economic status in the twentieth-century America. 

Mitman uses cockroaches to explain the fact of why people from certain class or race were more 

susceptible to diseases. For instance, he claims that Dominican homes are more likely to have a 

greater proportions of cockroaches than drafty wood-frame homes because wood-frame homes 

generally have moisture sources like toilets outside the living space thereby limiting the 

cockroaches.17 He, thus, argues that lower socio-economic communities contained relatively 

higher pests populations because of the deteriorating housing conditions that provided the 

“perfect ecological niche” to pests.18 Furthermore, Mitman observes that improperly disposed 

garbage “served as a magnet for these highly gregarious creatures.”19 Rogers emphasizes on flies  

to focus living conditions and home as a public health concern. According to her, pest theory, 

thus, provided “a stronger role for some women” as the home was the center for public health.20 

Also, this shift encouraged “the reform of individual personal habits … rather than broad social 

change.”21 The fact of Mitman focusing in dirty surrounding attracting pests and Rogers 

emphasizing more on pests being sign of “individual irresponsibility and ignorance” brings an 
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interconnected two-fold relationship between pests and socio-economic status in the twentieth-

century America.22 

Together, Mitman and Rogers illustrate powerful ideological tensions in ecology of 

injustice during the period of scientific debate. They show that the fact of pests being a vector of 

infectious diseases was a matter of debate with no clear conclusion. Rogers argues that the germ 

theory enabled “health officials to concentrate their efforts on the individual” and Mitman 

maintains that “to isolate cockroaches as the cause … would be to miss the larger environmental 

inequities.”23 Rogers highlights flies to explain an appealing doubt in public which Mitman uses 

to explain the ecology of injustice. Both observe the blend between the existence of pests and 

low socio-economic status. While Rogers focuses on direct implications of pests in disease 

transmission and therefore, the public health, Mitman argues that perceptions of pests were 

different in different racial, social and economic settings. In either way, using pests not only 

allowed explaining the gap between the old and the new public health, but also offered a 

plausible explanation for growing epidemic when accurate scientific knowledge was missing 

thereby also allowing public health programs to be specific and directed.   
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